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HOTT... Midwest Gangsta Music. Crete G - The Come Up. E St Louis born and raised. 18 MP3 Songs

HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Crete G - Biography Born on the gritty

streets of E. St. Louis IL, the 29-year-old rapper began rapping at the age 13 and making beats at the age

of 19. In 1996, Crete G moved to San Antonio, TX where he started performing at clubs throughout the

state and recording at a local studio. In the process, he recorded the maxi-single entitled "Comin With

This Real Sh**" which was released independently in 1998. The song "Come or Run" was the first to be

played on the local radio stations and clubs in Texas and other areas throughout the US. A buzz was

created from the strong street promotions, which caught the ears of several record companies, but Crete

G elected to stick to his goal of getting signed as an independent label. After months of determination and

hard work, Crete G finally finished the entire album entitled "To Feel This Is To Understand This" The

album was written and produced by Crete G to prove to himself that he had what it takes to create a hot

independent album. The album did very well and was constantly compared to some of the most talented

artists in the music industry as far as being able to create a hot album. While in the process of recording

his 2nd album, Crete G moved back home to record another album with the 1st World Click, a group that

was founded by Crete G and G Ant in1996. The sophmore album from Crete G entitled "The Come Up" is

finally finish and scheduled to be released in August 2005. So be on the lookout for Crete G ,Rick D and

the rest of the 1st World Click, hot new talent the whole world is waiting on. "The saga continues".
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